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Recall of Thelen
voted by SGA

By Phil Atter

The fate of Student Govern
ment Association Comptroller
Cynthia Thelen will be decided by
the student body in a special re
call election Dec. 4 and 5.

tion of required House action per
tinent to approval, and this fail
ure to act promptly on this im
portant matter resulted in
limiting the time element to a

In a regular meeting of the
SGA House of Representatives
held Nov. 15, a resolution was
passed by a vote of 17-6 to put the
matter of Thelen’s removal from
office before the student body.
Jack Young (Rep. Bus.) spon
sored the bill.

UNF soccer team has really come of age this season.
This and other sports on page 11.

No yearbook this year
A resolution to fund the pro
duction of the 1978-79 yearbook
was rejected Nov. 7 by Student
Government’s House of Repre
sentatives.

In a 10-64 vote, the representa
tives decided against the alloca
tion of $10,000, excluding person
nel cost which would have been
paid from Student Activities OPS
funds, to produce the yearbook

There were several unan
swered questions which swayed
the no vote.

If there were to be a yearbook,
the yearbooks’ staff must meet
the publisher’s production dead
line, the first being early in De
cember. Since a st^ff had not
been hired, the representatives
felt that it would be impossible to
meet the production deadline for
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one-third of the yearbook by ear
ly December.

Also, though the resolution set
a limit of 500 books to cut con
tract costs, each book would be
valued at $20. Since the SGA had
difficulty giving away last year’s
books, it was felt that funds
should not be allocated for what
one representative called “a shot
in the dark.”

The House did not feel UNF
students really wanted an annual,
so funds were not allocated when
the 1978-79 budget was proposed
last spring.

The resolution rejected was
the result of a yearbook petition
signed by 400 students urging the
publication of a yearbook

—Jerry Jenkins

Calender.
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l .The Comptroller has repeat
edly performed the job of comp
troller in a manner which is inef
fective in fulfilling the set respon
sibilities of the office, and the
comptroller has misused the of
fice in a manner which has
brought disfavor upon the Stu
dent Government Association.
2 .The Comptroller had in her
control the budget request for
funds for a Yearbook for more
than three months and failed to
direct the Program and Budget
Committee to act upon the re
quest until the week before the
deadline necessary for comple-

Cynthia Thelen
point which was insufficient to al
low contrasting views on the mat
ter to effectively study the possi
bility of positive action, which re

New loan program
begins in January
By CINDY DONOVAN
Students who have had problems
getting federal insured loans may
have better luck after Jan. 1,1979.

That’s when the Florida Stu
dent Loan Commission (FSLC)
goes into full swing, according to
Rufus Jefferson, director of fi
nancial aid at UNF.
“A federally insured loan is
simply a mechanism which en
ables students to get tuition mon
ey at a 7 percent interest rate,”
Jefferson said.

Instead of going only through
their university, students go to a
private lender- such as a bank,
credit union or savings and loan
association- for this type of loan.

The state used to guarantee
these loans for the student, but in
1977 that responsibility was given
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3 .The Comptroller has missed
all regular House meetings dur
ing the Fall quarter and missed
the one special meeting called be
cause of the inefficiency of the
Program and Budget Committee
in acting on the Yearbook re
quest.

4.The Comptroller has shown
incompetence within the office,
and chairmanship of the Pro
gram and Budget Committee by
failing to submit to the Program
and Budget Committee and the
President of Student Government
a statement of financial reserves
holdings, resulting in inefficiency
and inaction by the Program and
Budget Committee when in fact
these figures were available.

It cites Thelen on five counts
and reads:
Photo by Laird

sulted in House disapproval of
request.

to the 10-member student loan
commission.

The fact that the loan is feder
ally insured means two things.
First, until a student starts pay
ing on his loan(nine months after
leaving school), the commission
pays the interest. Second, if a stu
dent defaults on a loan, the com
mission pays the lender for that
loan.
It appears to be a pretty safe
situation for the private lender,
but Jefferson said few lenders
have been willing to do it.
When the state guaranteed the
loans, there were long delays in
processing loan applications, he
said. There were also fewer reg
ulations for the student and the
lender regarding payback on the
loan than there are now, he add
ed.

The commission is trying to en
courage more lenders to sponsor
this type of loan for students. And
although it is a state-wide com
mission, the original plan calls for
“hometown” lenders located in
the students local area, Jefferson
said.

5.The Comptroller of the Stu
dent Government Association
was paid for two weeks work in
the amount of 40 hours at $3.00
per hour, while she was on vaca
tion.
Be it resolved, the Comptroller
of the Student Government be re-

(Continued on page 4)

We were wrong
The page-one story in The
Spinnaker’s last issue saying that
members of Student Govern
ment’s Program and Budget
Committee had violated the asso
ciation’s by-laws was incorrect.
The SGA constitution, as
referenced, does not limit expen
diture of travel appropriations, as
the article alleged. And a res
olution, which addresses that con
cept, applies only to SGA travel
funds.
There have been three travel
funds for student use out of Ac
tivities and Service fees; one is
for travel in conjunction with
SGA business, a second is for
travel having to do with club ac
tivities, and a third, handled
through the Student Activities of
fice, is reportedly for student
travel that does not fall into ei
ther of the first two categories.
The funds referred to in the
Nov. 6 story were apparently al
located from the third account
The Spinnaker regrets the er
rors in the story.

In addition, SGA President
Sam Armstrong has objected to
certain indirect quotes in the sto
ry, saying he was misquoted. Re
porter Jerry Jenkins says that his
notes support the language of the

article
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Briefly...
The University of North Flor
ida's United Way campaign went
beyond its goal by almost $1,400,
according to co-chairmen Sandra
Hansford, Herman Floyd and
Bob Schupp.
A total of $9,101 was contribut
ed, surpassing this year’s $8,000
goal and resulting in more than
an 18 percent increase over last
year’s total.

The last day to pay veteran’s
registration deferments and
avoid the $25 late fee is Nov. 23,
1978.
Registration for the winter
quarter begins November 27. It is
by appointment only.

French and Hindi languages
will be offered during the winter
and spring quarters at UNF.

Interested students should con
tact either Ann Radwan at
646-2886, Allen Tilley at 646-2818 or
Gary Harmon at 646-2580.

Media Council
evaluates paper

Tickets for
good cause
There’s more than a valuable
learning experience in receiving
a traffic violation ticket at UNF.
Many students get refunds on
their fines in the form of financial
assistance.

The next time you receive one
of those “love notes” from the
campus police, calm your exas
peration by referring to the tick
et’s reverse side. According to
the violation, monies received
from traffic offenders will be
spent to help needy students.
Leo Meyers, assistant director
of finance and accounting, says
the collected fines are put into a
reserve account. According to
Meyers, traffic violation dollars
are used as required matching
funds for federally financed stu
dent assistance programs.

National Direct Student Loans
and Basic Educational Opportuni
ty Grants are two such federal
programs which require 10 per
cent financing by UNF.

“We hold the money in the
fund until we need the 10 per
cent,” said Meyers, referring to
the traffic violations reserve.

The Media Council is an inde
pendent advisory body which will
evaluate, encourage and discuss
issues pertinent to the newspaper
and the UNF community.
Primarily concerned with the
news content of the newspaper, it
provides readers of the newspa
per, the Publication Board, and
the community, with periodic and
independent reports on the per
formance of the newspaper. It al
lows the readers another channel
for their complaints or observa
tions on the newspaper.

The Media Council is advisory
and the discretion of the newspa
per editors over the content of
the paper remains absolute, as
consistent with law and ethics.
The council consists of 11
members, including students, fac
ulty, career services, administra
tion, alumni and newspaper
members.

All council meetings are open.
The meetings focus on the jour
nalistic process, the problems
and possibilities of newspapers
and the law and ethics of the
press.
—Donna Popp

No foreign language in
struction had been offered at Uni
versity of North Florida since its
inception. But on Nov. 3, 10 stu
dents at the UNF Downtown
Campus
completed
a
30classroom-hour course in the con
versational spoken and written
use of Spanish. Another class
commenced Oct. 30.

The courses, offered by the Di
vision of Continuing Education,
are taught by Mireya Koopman,
an adjunct instructor in the Cen
ter of International Studies.
The teaching method used was
that of total immersion in the lan
guage during the one-hour period,
with take-home audio and written
materials prepared by Koopman
for home study.

New law affects
education majors
The Florida Legislature has re
cently made teacher certification
a lot harder to obtain.

Florida Law SB 549, passed this
year, states that all candidates
seeking certification as of July,
1980, must complete a one-year in
ternship in addition to the current
bachelor’s degree and student
teaching requirements.
Internships would probably
consist of one year of teaching in
a county school on reduced firstyear teacher wages. Formal
guidelines for the program are
currently being drawn up by
State Education Commissioner
Ralph Turlington.

Dr. Amanda Asgill, the Univer
sity of North Florida’s director of
student teaching, says that stu
dents are “not very much
aware” of what the new law
means to them.

Koopman, a native of Coc
habamba, Bolivia, is working on
her master’s degree in education
at UNF. Unable to pursue
graduate studies here in a lan
guage other than English, she has
voiced the need for foreign lan
guage instruction since her arri
val.

Nevertheless, UNF education
majors do have their own ideas
about the internship requirement.
“You still get paid for iy’ said
one undergraduate who wished to
remain unidentified. She added,
“Some of my friends think it’s
great.”

She feels that a working
knowledge of more than one lan
guage is essential to business and
professional persons in an inter
national crossroads such as Jack
sonville.

Another education student was
hopeful about the internship. “It
should be a learning experience,”
she said. “There should be
guidelines and people to help
you.”

—Mary Childers

You may not be aware of it,
but a media council exists at the
University of North Florida.
It is designed to function as an
intermediary between The Spin
naker and the UNF community.
Its purpose is to promote under
standing between the newspaper
and its audience.

Spanish course
a first for UNF

Dining furniture
reported missing
Leaving your chair for “sec
onds” in the University of North
Florida cafeteria has been partic
ularly hazardous recently be
cause of an increasing shortage
of chairs and tables.

The missing furniture, caused
by people borrowing from the
cafeteria area, has been noticed
by the Physical Facilities Depart
ment, prompting a memo to the
university community.
“Not only does the shuffling of
these tables and chairs create a
problem with diners in finding a
location to eat,” said Owen Sell
ers, director of physical facilities,
“but it also creates an unneces
sary increase in our workload in
finding these tables and chairs
and returning them to their prop
er area.”

Physical Facilities is asking
people to cooperate and keep the
tables and chairs in the general
area of the courtyard outside of
the Building Eight cafeteria.

—Harold Bridgman

Larceny, burglary
top crime list here
Larceny is the No. 1 crime
committed on the University of
North Florida campus, police in
vestigator John Anderson said re
cently.

More than $2,000, including
small amounts of cash, has been
reported stolen from the UNF
campus since Jan. 1,1978, Ander
son said.

Asgill sees both benefits and
problems in the new legislation.
The large number of graduates
seeking internships, she said, will
greatly increase teacher compe
tition. Rivalry for jobs might lead
to better teachers, she said.
On the negative side, Asgill
said that many schools may pre
fer to hire beginning teachers be
cause interns will probably get
paid less. She added, “A county
could get to be dependent on in
terns.”

The No. 2 crime on the campus
is burglary, Anderson said. “We
have a continuing problem with
criminals breaking and entering
automobiles on our parking lots
and stealing valuables.”

All in all, Asgill sees SB 549 as
a “big boost” for teachers. Intern
training would increase teacher
competence and help raise the
professional status of the
teaching profession, she said.

Vandalism is next, Anderson
said. “It is hard to believe that
adults attending collige would re
sort to tearing up restrooms and
destroying lawn furniture,” An
derson said.

—Mary Childers

The typical properties reported
stolen are tape recorders, dicta
phones and nursing equipment,
he said, adding that the thefts oc
cur both day and night.

—Trudy Clark

Correction
On page 3 of our Nov. 6 issue,
our article “Biofeedback study
for grad students” may have giv
en the impression that the pro
gram is only for grad students.
The program is also for under
graduates.

BEOG is subject
of conference
By MARY CHILDERS
Preventing fraud and abuse of
the Basic Educational Opportuni
ty Grant was one of the subjects
of a conference in Denver, Colo.,
attended by the University of
North Florida’s director of stu
dent financial aid and two UNF
students.
Sponsored by the Department
of Health, Education and Wel
fare, the conference took place
Oct. 16-18.

The purpose of the conference
was to examine the new proce
dures for validating information
on student BEOG applications for
financial aid. The new validating
procedure, instituted by the HEW
Office of Education, began on
campuses across the nation this
fan.
According to Rufus Jefferson,
UNF’s director of student finan
cial aid, the*^onference was
caUed “to determ&te a workable
procedure for preventing fraud
and abuse by students through
validation of student income and
asset data as reported on the
BEOG application.”

Attending the conference were
officials of the National Associ
ation of Financial Aid Adminis
trators. Present from the HEW
Office of Education were Peter
Voight, acting director of the fed
eral student financial assistance
program, and James Moore, head
of OE’s division of audit and pro
gram review.
UNF student Brian Hart repre
sented UNF as a member of the
Student Financial Aid Commit
tee. Linda Harrison, also of UNF,
provided input as a student who
had encountered problems with
the new validation procedure.
Topics discussed at the meet
ing included methods for simpli
fying the validation procedure,
ways of operating the program
more efficiently, and the adequa
cy of techniques for verifying stu
dent information on the BEOG
applications.

Also considered were the re
cent changes to the application
and what might be done to im
prove it.
According to Jefferson, the
UNF financial aid office adminis
ters some type of financial assis
tance to almost half of all stu
dents here. Many of these will en
counter
the
new
BEOG
validating procedures, because
completion of the application is
required of all students applying
for financial assistance, he said.
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New Orleans trip shaky, properly funded
Former Student Government
Association Vice President Paul
Clayton attended the National
Conference on Student Legal
Rights Oct. 27-29, despite some
confusion as to the proper mode
of funding, said SGA President
Sam Armstrong.
The purpose of the trip, said
Armstrong, was to determine the
feasibility of establishing a legal
aid program for UNF students.
He said funding came from the
travel account of Student Activi
ties.
Armstrong said the proposal
was originally submitted by Clay
ton, Charles Bradford and Cyn
thia Thelen as members of a sub
committee of the Program and
Budget Committee of the SGA.
Thelen is chairman of Program
and Budget.

According to Armstrong, the
sub-committee entered the pro
posal for the trip before the cabi
net of the SGA. He said the cabi
net acts only in an advisory ca
pacity and the House of
Representatives is the policy
making board of the SGA.

Bradford said they did not pur
sue it further with the SGA be
cause he was under the impres
sion travel funds in the SGA were
previously allocated for the year.
Armstrong said this is not the
case.

The cabinet discouraged fund
ing of the trip, Armstrong said, on
the basis of inadequate informa
tion.

Money was allocated by
Reisinger from'the student travel
account of student Activities.
Armstrong said the $500 account
was budgeted last spring by the
Program and Budget Committee.

He also said they questioned
the legality of a legal aid service
and as a result the proposal never
went to the House for voting.

Next, according to Bradford,
the members of the sub
committee approached Richard
Reisinger, assistant dean of stu
dents for student activities, but
not as members of an SGA sub
committee.

The purpose of the account,
said Armstrong, was to provide
travel expenses for students out
side the existing travel accounts:
the SGA travel account for SGArelated business and the Inter
club Advisory Council for clubrelated travel.

Reisinger said these students

did not fall into either of these
two categories.

Armstrong
contends
that
Reisinger should not have allo
cated the money. He said the fact
that Reisinger specifically men
tions the students as members of
an SGA sub-committee should
have indicated to him that this is
SGA business, not Student Activi
ties.
In a memorandum to Thelen,
Bradford and Clayton dated Oct.
25, Reisinger specifically in
structs the committee to report
to the SGA their findings of the
conference. Armstrong said this
again points to SGA business.
Reisinger said any student tak
ing the trip would be required to
do the same since SGA alone has
the power to enact a legal aid
service.

In a letter to Armstrong dated
Oct. 24, Reisinger identifies Brad
ford, Clayton and Thelen as
members of a sub-committee of
the SGA Program and Budget
Committee. Reisinger said it is
common practice for him to keep
the SGA president attuned to all
student activities.
lie said he approved funds for
the trip because he understood
student legal aid to be an impor
tant topic among student govern
ment associations.

Armstrong said Clayton has
not reported his findings to the
SGA. Reisinger said Clayton has
been seen in his office but as of
yet has not reported directly to
him.

Hasegawa awarded Executive of the Day
By TOM CONNER
Norishige Hasegawa, chairman
of Japan’s Sumitomo Chemical
Co., Ltd., was honored recently at
University of North Florida as
the recipient of the annual
“Executive-of-the-Day” award.
The award, sponsored by the
College of Business Administra
tion, was presented to Hasegawa
at a luncheon program in the li
brary commons, Nov. 3. The Jap
anese executive was honored for
his international contributions to
business and civic communities.

as well as his efforts in promot
ing international trade.
The 175 business leaders, facul
ty members and students attend
ing the luncheon heard Hasegawa
stress the need for “harmony and
solidarity with other members of
the international economic soci
ety.” Hasegawa warned the audi
ence against a continued growth
of “nationalistic egoism and pro
tectionism which will lead inevi
tably to confrontation and
struggle.”

Discussing the condition of his

country’s domestic economy and
its effect upon international
trade, Hasegawa stated, “We
very much regret the one-sided
surplus of Japan’s balance of pay
ments. Our government is trying
to expand our economy to in
crease domestic market de
mand; to implement emergency
import plans; and to increase aid
to developing countries.”

Hasegawa strongly urged the
United States “to actively pro
mote exports, reduce the import
of oil, and control inflation.”

United Parcel Service
NEEDS PART-TIME LOADERS AND UNLOADERS

EXCELLENT PAY
$5.47
$5.72
$5.97
$6.22
$6.47

ups

per hour to start
after 30 working days
after 60 working days
after 90 working days
after 120 working days

In addition to these measures,
Hasegawa asked for a “tolerant”
attitude from the U. S. govern
ment while Japan overcomes its
economic difficulties. The Jap
anese business leader called this
policy an “economy based not
only on efficiency, but also on
fairness.”
Hasegawa’s visit to UNF to re
ceive the award was made possi
ble under the sponsorship of the
Jacksonville Area Chamber of
Commerce and the Committee of
100.

“We are extremely privileged
to have Mr. Hasegawa take time
from a busy schedule to permit
us to honor him as our Executive
of the Day,” UNF President
Thomas G. Carpenter said. “His
addition to the ranks of business
executives previously recognized

Photo by l.aird

Norishige Hasegawa
by the university gives our pro
gram a distinctive international
flavor and bestows significant
prestige to this recognition pro
gram.”
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Recall
(continued from page 1)

called to a vote by the Student
Body of the University of North
Florida, for approval of the per
formance within said office.

Program and Budget Committee.
Craig Hines — a member of the
committee — said Thelen had not
produced reserve figures for bud
getary appropriation until just
two weeks ago.

The meeting’s regular business
was waived for the purpose of
presentation of the resolution.
The meeting — attended by 36
members — saw Young initiate
the proceedings by reading the
resolution.

Hines said that, as a result of
Thelen’s tardiness, the Program
and Budget Committee never
knew how much money was re
tained in reserve and conse
quently made it impossible for
the committee to take any action.
He said the situation became
“embarrassing.”

Young expanded on the accu
sations and summarized by say
ing he feels Thelen has been most
ineffective in her duties and has
not been a true representative of
the student body.

Thelen countered
olution on all counts.

the

Thelen produced a recap of Ac
tivities and Services transactions
for the 1977-78 fiscal year. Winfred
Thomas, president of the Inter
club Advisory Council, said
Thelen was using figures from
last year and questioned her jus
tification. Thelen said that since
the fiscal year funds from July 1
of 1977 to June 30 of 1978, the fig
ures are current.
• •

res

In response to the yearbook re
quest she said that she had never
been given a deadline and since
Jan. 1 was the date for submission
to the publisher, Nov. 1 should be
plenty of time for the House to
make a decision.

While admitting going to Vir
ginia on vacation, Thelen said she
did approximately 20- hours of
SGA business on her trip and en
tered a ledger as evidence. . .

The Comptroller stated she
had not missed all regularly
scheduled meetings by saying she
had come to a meeting in Octo
ber. It was not convened because
a quorum was not present, she
said.
Tina Madison (Rep. Ed.) said
that in January 1977 a resolution
was adopted by the House mak
ing absence of three consecutive
SGA meetings without a valid ex
cuse grounds for recall. Sam
Armstrong, president of SGA,
concurred.

Several
representatives
charged Thelen was not perform
ing her job as chairman of the

SGA Vice President Joshua
Young said he was disturbed by
the fact no one looked at Thelen’s
records. Further, he said recall
ing an officer is serious business
and required hard-core, factual
information before a decision
should be made, adding that ver
bal exchanges will not suffice.
Thelen said after the meeting
she did not believe there was a
vendetta against her but was up
set at what she called “lack of
evidence.” She said, “No one
looked at my information. There
was too much based on what was
said and not enough based on
fact. I have not abused this of
fice.”

Charles Bradford (Rep. Bus.)
said he believes there is a certain
faction out to get Thelen. “I be
lieve there is a well-planned, con
scious effort on certain people’s
parts to remove Cindy from of
fice.” He declined to specify.

Find
the real YOU

Contact:

than production of electricity
from coal.”
Elder listed the positive as
pects of expanding our nation’s
nuclear energy program, such as
the low cost (as compared to so
lar energy) and the fact that in 21
years of nuclear power history no
member of the public had ever
been harmed in any way.
Senior Nuclear Engineer at
OPS, Bob Touchton, reiterated
what his colleague had said and
showed a film demonstrating the
resistance to damage the casks
that nuclear wastes are trans
ported in have in collisions at 60
to 80 m.p.h..
The members of the Caravan
comprising the anti-nuclear pan
el, Lynn Carol Henderson, John
Buckley and Joe Gaudino, are all
members of anti-nuclear allian
ces.
They showed a 20 minute film
entitled, “Energy: The Nuclear
Alternative,’’and
gave
statements that emphasized the
fact that there are large amounts
of information unknown at the
present time as to what effect de
veloping nuclear energy has on
public safety and the environ
ment.

In an attack on federal safety
guidelines,
Henderson
said,
“There are no federal guidelines
that are enforceable with any
true restrictions to specify the
routes of (nuclear) materials
traveling around our country.”
She expressed concern that ra
dioactive material is traveling
through population centers' in
Florida (including Jacksonville)
on 1-95 and that a disaster will re
sult if one of these shipments
should leak or break open in an
accident.
When the panel members fin
ished their statements, discussion
with the audience was initiated.
Questions concerning public
safety, environmental factors,
other means of electrical produc
tion and economic factors of de
veloping nuclear energy were
asked of both sides of the panel.
Some of the panel’s answers to
audience questions evoked emo
tional outbursts and at times
laughter broke out when a panel
member made an unpopular
statement.
When the debate was called to
a close, the panel was given a
hearty round of applause.
The debate was sponsored by
Sawmill Slough.

UNF’s bus connects with JTA
The University of North Flor
ida charter bus will follow a new
schedule during the winter quar
ter which will provide connec
tions with the regular and expr ess
J ackson ville
Transportation Authority bus ser
vice, according to Student Gov
ernment Association President
Sam Armstrong.

Betty Saunders
718 Gulf Life Tower
Jacksonville, Florida
396-4821

At the urging of the SGA, UNF
has been providing free bus
transportation between the cam
pus and Hemming Park on a trial
basis this quarter.

The Quiet Company

Although appreciated by those
who have been using the service,
the overall student response has
been disappointing, says Arm-

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE

Student Karen Johnson's one-woman art show on
display in UNF library through Nov. 24

Full house at Nuclear Debate

By SANDRA BRINSON
.
An audience of close to 150
Armstrong said he did not be
lieve the document Thelen re . jammed into the Bldg. 9 audito. rium at UNF to participate in the
ferred to Could have taken. 20
debate on nuclear energy, last
hours because the figures were
taken from a computer printout • Wednesday night at 8 p.m..
• Members of the Caravan for a
and were available to anyone. *
Non-nuclear Future and nuclear
During the meeting — which
engineers from Off-Shore Power
lasted 2 1/2 hours — Thelen invited
Systems debated the pros and
anyone to review her records be
cons of nuclear development for
fore making a decision. No one
close to three hours.
accepted. She said, “People
The Caravan consists of about
shouldn’t point fingers when
20 members of citizens groups in
they’re not so innocent them
Florida that seek alternatives to
selves.”
nuclear power. They will be trav
eling up the coast of Florida for a
week to make citizens more
aware of the hazards created by
nuclear energy.
The debate began with each
member of the panel presenting
an opening speech concerning
their point of view, starting with
the engineers from OPS.
Senior Engineer of Mechanical
and Nuclear Engineering, Lee El
der, began by listing some of the
studies that had been done con
Try Northwestern's
cerning nuclear development,
internship program for
and the relative lack of danger it
juniors and seniors.
entails. He said that studies by
the American Medical Associ
ation concluded nuclear power
A unique program
has proven to be “400 times safer

enabling you to sample
an interesting,
challenging and
important career of
professional service, while
you are still in college full
time and being well paid
for it.
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strong. The average daily passen
ger count of 35 is very light, al
though Dr. Jay Smith, chairman
of the UNF department of
transportation and logistics, says
it is competitive with some other
routes offered by the JTA.

One major drawback observed
by a passenger has been that the
present schedule results in stu
dents being delivered to Hem
ming Park in the evening after
the regular and express JTA ser
vice has terminated for the day,
except for a very few late-night
routes. A further inconvenience
has been the early morning de
parture from the park before the
Expressway Flyers arrive.

The proposed new schedule,
subject to approval by UNF
President Thomas Carpenter and
the JTA, will remove these obsta
cles to provide convenient mode
of mass transit for students, staff
and faculty, Smith savs.

During the winter quarter, the
UNF charter bus will leave Hem
ming Park daily at 8:15 a.m. and
leave UNF at 3:45 p.m. The noon
schedules will remain as present
ly set. This new schedule will per
mit passengers to connect from
and to the existing JTA Ex
pressway Flyers as well as the
regularly scheduled routes.
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Counseling center improves services
By CINDY DONOVAN
The local Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act
program has cut the number of
its training and employment
projects from more than 30 to
five this year. But the people
served under these five programs
are getting “much better ser
vice,” according to Linda Foley,
director of the UNF Assessment
and Counceling Program working
with CETA this year.

Foley, associate professor of
psychology, and Thomas W.
Clawson, assistant professor of
counceling at UNF, began ACP
on Oct. 2.

The CETA program itself pro
vides subsidized training and
work experience for people ei
ther unemployed or under
employed, with incomes ranging
from poverty-level to lowincome.
UNF’s program takes the cli
ents after the intake center de
cides they are eligible for help
and works with them to find the
best way — training or employ
ment or both---- to get them
ready to return to a regular work
setting.

The move to counsel clients be
fore placing them in a program
rather than after placement
hasn’t been done here before,
Foley said. “The centralized pro
gram definitely gives the clients
better service,” she said.

Last year, not knowing where
else to go, clients went to any of
the 30-plus programs which was
not only inefficient but also
meant that people could end up
going through a program that
didn’t really help them.

“We’ve had people just moving

from one program to another,”
Clawson said. “We’ve also had
people who went to the program
most convenient for them, which
unfortunately wasn’t always the
best program for them.”

This year all applicants for any
of the five programs are process
ed at one CETA intake center, lo
cated at 806 Riverside Ave., in the
same building as the UNF counceling program.

The response so far has been
staggering. “The first week we
had over 500 people come in,”
Foley said. “Now there’s a fourto-six month wait before a client
gets to see a counselor.”
Head counselor Skip Meyer, a
1978 graduate of UNF’s Master’s
in Counseling program, said, “Be
fore we get into any vocational or
skills testing, we try to talk on a
personal level with each client, to
establish a kind of rapport.”
A first visit usually lasts an
hour, he said, with later visits
continuing through a client’s
CETA work and beyond. Clients
are counseled both individually
and in groups of about a dozen,
and although group counseling
isn’t mandatory, Meyer said it
has been “extremely successful.”

Some clients- a “good per
centage,” Foley said---- aren’t
sure what they would like to do,
or what they are capable of do
ing. They are referred to the
three assessment workers at the
center for tests to determine
their skills and personality traits
(related to different work set
ting).

A client who needs help re
ceives the personal attention of
one of the counselors, from their
first meeting through his CETA
program and afterward, when

Seminar shows women
how to prevent rape
“Rape,” says Sheriff Dale Carson, “is the most serious,
frightening and violent crime,
short of actual murder, that a
woman can experience.”
Statistics show that in 1978,
there were 128 reported rape vic
tims between Jan. and June in
the Jacksonville area.

In an effort to help women
avoid rape situations, the Jack
sonville sheriff’s office has orga
nized a crime prevention unit
which conducts rape prevention
seminars for groups of women
upon request.

The seminars are part of an
overall crime prevention pro
gram known as “Crime Resis
tance,” and is sponsored by the
Jacksonville Chamber of Com
merce, the local FBI, and the
Sheriff’s office.
Recently, Chief D. Roy Horne
and Officers Howard Arnold and
Marvin Young conducted a rape
seminar for 35 women during
their lunch hour.

Participants were told various
ways to avoid rape situations,
given suggestions on what to do
in case of an attack, and what ac
tion a rape victim should take
after an attack.
Officer Arnold discussed and
demonstrated various ways for a
woman to defend herself, but em
phasized that her main goal
should be to get away from her
attacker.

Audience reaction during the
seminar ranged from open-mouth
amazement to a comment from
one woman who wondered aloud,
“What makes a man do some
thing like that?”
Seminars are also conducted
for women on the art of self
defense and on gun-handling.

Request for information about
the seminars should be made
through the sheriff’s public af
fairs office (633-4358).

—Eartha Crawford

the counselor assists the state
employment service in finding
him a job.

Each counselor is limited to
109 clients at one time, and is re
sponsible for each of his clients at
every stage of the program. Ev
eryone at the program has been
working long hours, Foley said,
particularly the counselors.
Foley is working full-time at
the center as director and is not
teaching at UNF this quarter.
Clawson, as the center’s counsel
ing and assessment specialist,
splits his time between the center
and his teaching duties at UNF.

Although the center is at
tempting to serve just 3,000 cli
ents this year---- as opposed to
10,000 served by CETA last year
---- Foley said the emphasis of
the program is on quality in the
five programs it has, rather than
sheer quantity.
The five programs are the
Jacksonville Opportunity Indus
trialization Center, the Florida
Junior College Urban Skills Cen
ter, the Jacksonville Youth Em
ployment Program, the “On Job
Training” program and the
“Adult Work Experience” pro
gram. The first two involve
training, while the others provide
employment.

The five projects can handle
1,090 people at any one time,
Foley said, and currently they
are pretty much full, except for a
few specialized positions.

All counselors at the center are
required to have Master’s de
grees and one year’s experience;
Clawson said it is one of few such
programs in the U.S. with both
these requirements.
Another plus for the program
is that one counselor, Maxine

Gelman, is proficient in sign lan
guage so any deaf client is re
ferred to her to get the best coun
seling possible.
Clawson said the program is
beneficial to UNF because the
ACP can serve as a valuable
practicum site for both courses
and in-service training.

The height
of Western
Culture.

“It also puts UNF right in the
center of the community,” he
said.

In addition, it exposes the good
quality of the UNF Master’s in
Counseling program, and can
serve as a source of employment
for graduates of that program, he
added. Five of the ACP counsel
ors received their Master’s de
grees through the UNF program.

Foley received a $70,000 grant
for a similar pilot program last
year, in which several graduate
students went out to the various
CETA programs to counsel cli
ents. They did mostly vocational
assessment work, she said, and
“drastic changes” in that pro
gram were made for the current
one.
That first grant was originally
designed to help drug clients, she
said, but was not accepted, so she
rewrote it for more general cli
ents.

“It was called ‘Something of
Value’
because
we
were
originally trying to replace drugs
with ‘something of value’---namely, a job. Now that title is
confusing, so we’re going back to
calling it the UNF assessment
and counseling center.”
The $332,429 grant for the pro
gram is part of a $200 million
grant from the U.S. Department
of Labor, administered locally
through the Northeast Florida
Manpower Consortium.

Future power from space
By DOUG TRAER
Space-based power stations
will be the answer to our future
energy needs, according to Dr.
Jay Huebner, associate professor
of natural sciences at the Univer
sity of North Florida.

Huebner made this prediction
at a Nov. 5 meeting of the L-5 So
ciety, an organization “concerned
with the promotion of space as a
logical alternative for future ex
pansion of habitation and indus
try.”
Huebner said the idea of solar
power plants on Earth, while be
ing a step in the right direction, is
not entirely feasible. This is due
mostly to the unreliability of the •
sun to provide a constant source
of uninterrupted power terrestri
al surfaces, because of the nor
mal day and night cycles and at
mospheric conditions of the
Earth, he said.
The ideas are those of Gerard
K. O’Neill, a physics professor at
Princeton University. The or

biting solar power stations (Sunsats) would be in constant con
tact with the sun’s rays and
would therefore be able to pro
vide 24-hour-a-day power to
Earth-based
“rectennas”
(O’Neill’s vision of a receptor for
solar power transmitted to Earth
via microwaves), Huebner said.
He said America’s energy
needs are today being met with
what is essentially solar power.
“Fossil fuels are really solar
power...that has been stored over
the centuries in the remains of
plants and animals.” His proposal
is to cut out the fossil link or
“middle man” and take this pow
er directly from the sun.

Will these proposals be prohib
itive in cost? Not according to
Huebner, who said we will spend
$100 (billion a year for the next 10
years to develop power produc
tion equipment whereas the ini
tial investment in space produc
tion will be around $55-60 billion.

All natural,
creamy full of fruit
BREYERS.'
Real yogurt
at its best.
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Whatever became
of a yearbook?
On Tuesday Nov. 5, a meeting of the SGA House of Representa
tives rejected a proposal which would have allocated funds for publi
cation of a 1979 University of North Florida yearbook

The reasons given were lack of time, money and interest in the
project.

The yearbook proposal was tabled by the Program and Budget
Committee for several months, never coming to an initial vote until
Nov. 1. So much for the time factor.
The SGA budget amounts to $360,000 this year. Surely with such
a massive amount of money, enough could be found to finance an an
nual. So much for the cash trash.
Interest in anything stems from promotion or publicity, neither of
which have been adequate in regards to the yearbook idea. If it had
been publicized, perhaps more attention would have been paid to it.

pop!

We at The Spinnaker feel that it is indeed a sad state of affairs
when a supposedly representative body does not think highly enough
of its university to insure a permanent record of its academic year.
The vote (10 opposed, six in favor and four abstaining) is in itself
something to notice. It means that at least four House members did
not think highly enough of the yearbook idea to grace it with their
“yea” or “nay” votes.
We hope that this is not an indication of SGA apathy towards stu
dents and alumni.

Is Student Government playing fairly?
Student government is an essential element element of the uni
versity system. It’s powers and obligations should not be taken lightly
or abused.
Due to the governmental awareness of the American public stem
ming from Watergate, student government should be beyond re
proach. Students, faculty, and administration should demand it or call
for it’s abolition.

Gone are the days when we can permit petty jealousies to inter
fere with the role of good, sound government. Communications within
student government must be at a peak to enable those involved to
make sound, carefully worded decisions.
Budgetary powers of UNF’s student government obligate them to
see to it that the rules and regulations of budget allocation are fair and
equitable. These laws should not favor one person or group, regardless
of the influence exerted by them.
If the chairman of a powerful budgetary board can bend the rules
or use his position as a means to an end for himself, then student gov
ernment is failing in its role.

Spinnaker Staff
News and business staff
General manager — William Roach
Managing editor — Ben Santos
Business manager — Patti Levine
Advertising manager — Sandra Brinson
News editor — Irene Holman
Sports editor — Tim McDonald
Entertainment editor — Tracy Schick
Editorial Page editor — Doug Traer
Production manager — Larry Ward
Pictography editor — Laird Myer

This editorial is not intended to chastise or degrade any one per
son or group. Rather, it is an attempt to explore some potential prob
lems not only with SGA, but with any department on this campus en
gaging in questionable practices.

VOICE OF THE PEOPLE

If the actions of any individual warrant the investigation of that
person then it is SGA’s duty to uphold the democratic process. This
mighty process assumes innocence until guilt is proven beyond a shad
ow of a doubt.To deviate from this belief is degrading to the prinicples
of this great country.

The burden of guilt rests squarely on the shoulders of the prosecu
tion, in this case the SGA.They must be absolutely certain of guilt be
fore conviction of Thelen can be substantiated. Heresay or emotions
will not suffice as evidence.
Should Thelen be convicted fairly of abuse of power of her office,
then we too must call for her removal. But, only after the evidence has
proven beyond a shadow of a doubt her guilt, can we call for such a
decision.

Corrupt government has no place in this university. Corruptness
will inevitably lead to the demise and fall of any government.

General information
The Spinnaker is a non-profit
newspaper. It is published fort
nightly by students in conjunction
with the Newspaper Workshop.

The opinions expressed in the
newspaper are not necessarily
those of the university. Contribu
tions, both articles and letters,
are welcomed.

Spinnaker Apologizes
In the editorial “Rules are
rules?” in the last issue of The
Spinnaker, SGA Comptroller Cyn
thia Thelen and Assistant Dean of
Student
Activities
Richard
Reisinger were referred to in in
appropriate terms.

It was incorrect to imply that
Thelen might be preparing for

“political corruption” or that
“budgetary shuffleboard is one of
Reisinger’s favorite games and
has been for quite some time.”

The Spinnaker apologizes to
these two individuals-and to its
readers-for any such implica
tions.

This public document was promulgated at an estimated cost of .07
Reporters and Staff
Dave Brayshaw, Harold Bridgman, Sandra Brinson, Patti Chambers,
Tim Danson, Cindy Donovan, Lee S. Cooley, Irene Holman, Donna
Popp, and Linda Reynolds.

The Spinnaker is located in
Room 2401, Building Three, The
University of North Florida, St.
Johns Bluff Road, Jacksonville,
Fla. 32216. Telephone : area code
904, 646-2817.

cents per copy to inform students, faculty, career service and admin

istrative and professional staff about activities affecting the university
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Consumer agency gives students a break
At Oklahoma State University
in Stillwater, a student who never
had a telephone in her own name
was told by Southwestern Bell to
pay a $110 deposit on her new
phone because of her roommate’s
previous delinquent bill.

Feeling discriminated against
because of her roommate’s ac
tions, she went to the Consumer
Action Council on campus for
help. A council member spoke
with Bell’s assistant manager,
and the student got her phone
without having to pay the deposit.

At Kansas State University
(KSU) in Manhattan, a student
from the Republic of China felt
his honor had been insulted when
he discovered that the car he had
just bought was a year older
thant he dealer had told him.

The
Consumer
Relations
Board (CRB) on campus set up
an arbitration hearing where the
dealership’s salesman admitted
that the student had been lied to.
He apologized at the request of

the student and gave him a full
refund, offering to renegotiate
the price of the car in line with
the correct model year.

Although one student was an
gered over a matter of honor and
one over a hurting pocket book,
both students sought help from
the same place-the consumer
group on their campus.

Consumer groups forming on
campuses across the country
have the same thought in mind:
to let students know their rights
as consumers, to educate them
on proper buying techniques, and
to help them fight back against
businesses they feel have not
dealt fairly with them.
Two
distinct
types
of
consumer-oriented groups are
based on campuses. There are
about 30 groups similar to the
CRB at KSU, according to a sur
vey by the American Council on
Consumer Interests, a national
organization of consumer educa
tors. Then there are the Public

Reader Input coming
In the future, this space will be
reserved for you, our reader. We
invite you to express your views
in this slot about anything con
cerning you.

The Spinnaker is a university
community service newspaper
and as such, we would be failing
in our duties if we did not consid-

er the reader in everything we
do. With your input, we can make
this a relationship of mutual ex
change.

Address all correspondence to
Editorial Editor, Room 2401,
Bldg.Three,The University of
North Florida, St. Johns Bluff
Road, Jacksonville, Fla. 32216 or
drop it by the office.

Interest
Research
Groups
(PIRGs) which arose out of the
work and speeches of Ralph
Nader and are more issueoriented than the other groups.
There are 175 PIRGs on cam
puses in the United States and
Canada, according to the Nation
al PIRG Clearinghouse in Wash
ington, D.C.

Campuses are “a microcosm
of the larger society,” says
Melanie Stockdell, director of
KSU’s CRB. She said her group
fields mostly the same types of
disputes as the local attorney
general's office: landlord-tenant,
mail order, auto repair, insur
ance, home work schemes and
warranty. This pattern seems to
hold for most campus consumer
groups.

Although CRB-type groups’
goals tend to be the same, they

By RALPH W. DEANGELIS
Campus Digest News Service
Inflation can be one of the
costliest factors American
citizens deal with in their
lifetimes. Without providing
any good or service it has
eaten away much of the
buying power of the dollar.
Inflation is a problem that
everyone seems to have, but
doesn’t know how to deal
with. It is one of the greatest

By DOUG TRAER

Thinking that peculiar, I asked,
“You mean he still has trouble
finding his office after all his
years here?”
“Well, he’s been under a lot of
pressure lately,” she replied im
patiently.
I waited. At 10:15, the mayor
came in and motioned me into his
office. “Sorry I’m late,” he said,
“but there are so many floors
here. I think I’ll ask the City
Council to cut City Hall in half.”

“Party?” he asked, a puzzled
look coming, over his face. “Par
ty? What party?”

“Mr. Mayor, is it true that you
have even done TV commercials
for the opposition party?”

“Mr. Mayor, do you mean to
tell me that you don’t remember
your party?”

“TV? TV? Is that what that
place was? They told me I was
speaking to the Society of OneEyed Packing Crates.”

“Well of course I do. It’s just
that...well parties are like sea
sons. They should be changed
about four times a year. Anyway,
who cares if they censure me.
This is my last term. And besides,
I’ve been bom again.”
“So I’ve heard.”

Not really wanting to pursue
that further, I asked him if we
could get down to business.

“And that lady from Miami, I
can’t seem to remember her
name, she told me that I had
nothing to fear.”

“Mr. Mayor, I would like your
reaction to the party’s threats to
censure you.”

Feeling that I was beating a
dead horse, I changed subjects.

Most
of
them
handle
consumer-business disputes to
some extent, following definite
guidelines and procedures.
North Dakota State’s CRB in
Fargo has a nine-step plan. Steps
range from contacting the party
involved to economic sanctions
(boycotts, etc.), with phone calls,
letters and arbitration falling in
between, says Charles R. Dannison, the group’s faculty advisor.

The group also emphasizes
education, with Dannison adding,
“We don’t believe in (consumers)
necessarily crying for help. It’s
much better if the consumer can
pre-empt the problem; keep it
from happening all together.”

The Associated Students Con
sumer Protection Office at Colo
rado State University in Fort Col
lins keeps a consumer resource
library for students, and is pres
ently compiling surveys in such
areas as medical services, bank
ing, generic foods and photo
processing.

Oklahoma State has concen
trated heavily on auto repairpublishing
two
pamphlets,
sponsoring a seminar and survey
ing local garages.

For those who want more in
formation on the history and
function of CRBs, a Consumer
Protction Kit can be obtained for
$3.50 by writing to: Consumer Re
lations Board, Student Govern
ment Association, Kansas State
Union, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, Kan. 66506.

Inflation: your biggest
expense

Bold mayors have difficulty
remembering their promises
I entered Mayor Antler’s office
at 9 a.m., right on time for our in
terview. “Mr. Traer,” said his
secretary, “The mayor told me to
tell you to wait for him. He’s still
trying to find the office.”

may differ somewhat oper
ationally, and stress different
means to achieve those goals.
Funding for CRB projects is gen
erally through student govern
ment.

Knowing things were going
downhill, I decided to end our in
terview.
“One more question, Mr. May
or. I understand that you are con
sidering joining the Fraternal Or
der of Squatting Ducks.”

“Yes, that’s true. I’m meeting
with them this afternoon.”
“But you took vows with the
Zealous Gnus to belong to only
their organization 20 years ago.”

“I did? Oh, yes, that’s right.
Well, you know how it is. Once
you do it the first time, oaths just
get easier to break.”

costs to people with fixed
incomes and those who have
no income at many times of
the year and must rely on
savings.
Many
college
students find the money their
parents saved years ago for
their education, confident
that it would pay the entire
cost of their student’s
education, is not enough.
They are short of funds within
a year.
While inflation can’t be
prevented on an individual
level, a few careful steps will
help preserve the purchasing
power of the dollar.
Just by keeping money in a
savings account much is done
to halt the toll inflation takes
on the dollar. By Investing in
several long-term certificates
at the banks, when the money
is sure not to be needed im
mediately, an excellent plan
to fight inflation has been
produced.
While the long-term cer
tificates require the money to
remain on deposit for a period
of several months to several
years, it is worthwhile to
Invest some of the money
here because of the higher
interest. The money can be
withdrawn early, however
the depositor will suffer an
interest penalty.
Another way to fight the toll
inflation takes on savings is to
employ the use of stocks and
bonds. While these are
generally riskier Investments
and are less liquid in terms of
convertability to cash, a
careful Investment program,
matched with a realistic
estimate of college expenses
will provide an adequate

income to meet living ex
penses and college costs.
Although there is no sure
way of fighting Inflation
careful investment will at
least halt its power to destroy
money. By finding the highest
interest rates and using the
services of a skilled in
vestment firm it is possible to
deal with the problem in some
ways.
Even if it is too late to start
saving for the college
student’s education there are
still ways in which th student
can pay for his education and
not have to worry about the
high interest rates and
borrowing costs.
Many states as well as the
federal government have
programs to give qualified
applicants the money to at
tend school. Low interest
loans can be obtained, often
with no interest charges
accruing until after the
student graduates from
college.
In effect, the student is
going to school at a lower cost
because as he pays back the
loan after graduation he is
paying with inflated dollars.
This means the money the
student pays back is worth
less than the original dollars
he spent. Again this is due to
Inflation.
These loans are often
difficult to obtain,
so
generally an early, well
thought-out program is the
best way to guarantee an
education for the college
student. Some parents begin
such a program before the
child is even bom.
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Chapin audience goes for bananas
By TRACY SCHICK
The audience was filled with
a variety of different people,
from the man in the plaid sports
coat and black-rimmed glasses,
to the girl in jeans, sneakers and
a red bandana in her hair. In the
auditorium were the typical pre
concert sounds of anticipation.

traction out first! When he
grabbed his guitar and began giv
ing the audience the first of many
anecdotes, I recognized the gruff,
but pleasing voice. It was Harry
Chapin.

Then the audience hushed as
the lights dimmed and one soli
tary man came out on stage.
Most of the people there recog
nized him immediately. But, I
thought it couldn’t be the star at
thought,
at-

Chapin was giving a concert at
the Jacksonville Civic Audito
rium Nov. 2, as part of the Flor
ida Junior College Special Event
Series.

His first song was an original,
as are most of his songs. Also,
likp mnst
cnnQS it
it told
fold aa
like
most nf
of hie
his songs

story — a long story. He says,
“obviously the song’s too long.
But all my stuff’s like that.”

versatile, and his touch of humor
delighted the audience.

He went on to play two more
new songs by himself. He says of
one of his new songs, “in later
years when you think of this —
and you will — please, be kind.”
(It was a borrowed quote from a
popular old movie, “Tea and
Sympathy”).

The second half of the concert
gave us an impromptu Happy
Birthday to Celeste, a solo by
brother Steve, and what was defi
nitely the highlight of the evening
for many of Chapin’s fans, The
Jacksonville Memorial ....-kickin’
Country Choir singing “Thirty
Thousand Pounds of Bananas.”

Before Chapin sings a song
which he has written for his
daughter, he tells us a little about
his own childhood. He talks of his
mother telling him things such as
“don’t make haste” and “the ear
ly bird catches the worm,” both
at the same time. So, he learned
that “adulthood is that state
where you can hold mutually con
tradictory thoughts at the same
time without getting anything
worse than an ulcer.”

In the middle of his daughter’s
song, “Jenny,” the rest of
Chapin’s band comes in. There
are five guys, one of whom is his
brother Steve, who is responsible
for most of the musical ar
rangements.

The band went on to play for
the rest of the first half of the
concert. There were the hits, of
course, for which the audience
burst into applause: “I Want to
Learn a Love Song” — telling
how he met his wife — “Cats in
the Cradle,” and of course,
“Taxi,” probably his most pop
ular song.
Photo by M. Guzman

Harry Chapin in concert at the Civic Auditorium

cuRrent top ten
Singles
1. MAC ARTHUR PARK---- Donna Summer
2. DOUBLE VISION---- Foreigner
3. HOW MUCH I FEEL---- Ambrosia
4. YOU NEEDED ME---- Anne Murray
5. YOU DON’T BRING ME FLOWERS---- Barbra Streisand & Neil
Diamond
6. HOT CHILD IN THE CITY---- Nick Gilder
7. KISS YOU ALL OVER---- Exile
8. I JUST WANNA STOP-- Gino vannelli
9. WHENEVER I CALL YOU ‘FRIEND’---- Kenny Loggins
10. YOU NEVER DONE IT LIKE THAT---- Captain & Tennille

LP’s
1. 52ND STREET---- Billy Joel
2. LIVE AND MORE---- Donna Summer
3. DOUBLE VISION---- Foreigner
4. LIVING IN THE USA---- Linda Ronstadt
5. “GREASE”---- Soundtrack
6. A WILD AND CRAZY GUY---- Steve Martin
7. PIECES OF EIGHT---- Styx
8. WHO ARE YOU---- The Who
9. SOME GIRLS---- Rolling Stones
10. TORMATO — Yes

All the members of Chapin’s
band are talented, but one guy
who stood out is “Big” John Wal
lace. His voice was extremely

The audience really came alive
during this part of the show.
Chapin called for audience par
ticipation, and he got it, even to
the extent of some brave souls
dancing in the aisles.

This spectacle was a hard act
to follow. So Chapin only sang one
other
song,
another
hit,
“W.O.L.D..”
The audience really got their
money’s worth from this raspy
voiced singer. He was comfort
able with what he was doing, and
it was obvious the audience was
comfortable with him.

To top off a good concert,
Chapin came to the lobby
afterwards to talk with anyone
who wanted to speak with him.
He had an ulterior motive, how
ever.
He is a representative of World
Hunger Year, a charity organiza
tion focusing on the problems of
hunger throughout the world, but
especially in the United States.
He didn’t shame the audience in
to donating, but he did ask them
to spend a couple of bucks on a
program or T-shirt, the proceeds
of which go to the cause.

Mercer Ellington

Ellington sound
still alive
The famed Duke Ellington
sound can be heard in the Civic
Auditorium Monday, Nov. 20 at
8:15 p.m. as the internationally
famous Duke Ellington Orchestra
conducted by Mercer Ellington
performs the hits made famous
by the incomparable Duke.

“Sophisticated Lady,” Take
the A Train,” “Satin Doll” and
“Moon Indigo” are only a few of
the Ellington tunes to be heard in
the FJC Artist Series-sponsored
program.

Mercer Ellington, son of the
Duke, has directed the orchestra
since the death of his father in
1974. He has tried to maintain a
tradition established by the Duke
during his five decades as band
leader.
The program will include the
FJC Symphonic Band directed by
Dale Blackwell with a special sa
lute to Duke Ellington.

FJC hosts Neil Simon comedy
Neil Simon’s hit comedy “Cali
fornia Suite,” starring Carolyn
Jones and James Drury is com
ing to the Civic Auditorium Fri
day, Nov. 24.
The play is coming here as
part of the FJC Artist Series and
is one stop of its 75-city tour
throughout the United States and
Canada.
“California Suite” concerns
different people occupying suites
of the Beverly Hills Hotel at dif
ferent times for different pur
poses.
Carolyn Jones, as the female
lead, is best known for her por
trayal of Morticia on the TV se
ries “The Adams Family.”
James Drury, of course,
starred in “The Virginian.”

The play begins at 8:15 p.m,
and reserve tickets are now
available by calling 633-2900.

Carolyn Jones and James Drury star in hit comedy
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Stallone at it again
By LEE S. COOLEY
Sylvester Stallone has “made
good” a literal adaptation of his
book “Paradise Alley” in his
directoral debut of the same
name.

A seemingly spectacular wres
tling finale betweem Kid Salami
(us) vs. Frankie the Thumper
(them) is highlighted by the ad
vent of an indoor swimming pool
wrestling ring.

The film follows the Carboni
brothers,
Cosmo
(Stallone),
Lenny (Lee Canalito), and Victor
(Armand Assante) as they try to
make headway through the post
Depression World War II era in
New York

The only real filmic criticism
Stallone deserves is his apparent
ly chauvinistic attitude toward
the female characters.

A conniving Cosmo decides
that he can get fast bucks by in
corporating his brother Vic’s
iceman-strength into a wrestling
act. His other brother, Lenny, a
mortician, is at first against the
idea, but later changes his mind
as the money starts to roll in.
Love interests include pair-ups
between Vic and Susan (Aimee
Eccles), a lovely Chinese girl
with a belt in tutoring, Len and
Red (Anne Archer), an on-againoff-again girlfriend and dime-adancer, and Cosmos and Bunch
(Joyce
Ingalls), a
blonde
“golden-hearted whore” who ap
pears to have been hand-packed
into both her attire and bed
sheets.

Musician Tom Waits cameos
as a nicotine-inspired pianist
named Mumbles.

None of the boys’ girlfriends
are really self-sufficient (could
they have been in 1946?), but
more importantly, not one of the
proposed relationships are actu
ally fulfilled for the audience’s
sake.
This most unusual story takes
the formula of cocksuredness and
“going the distance” to yet an
other extreme (of brotherly love)
and still leaves room for a sequel.
Stallone seems to be talking to
himself when he has Vic tell Cos
mo, “You should be proud of
me...because you started it.”

Stallone even tried his hand at
barroom philosophy when Vic an
swers Lenny’s question of “What
is faith?” with “Faith is believing
in something invisible.”

When it comes to box office
earnings,
though,
Stallone’s
“faith” in the audience will be far
from being invisible.

Hartford plays boathouse
On Sunday, Nov. 5, a question
was answered for me: Can John
Hartford, dancing on an am plified sheet of plywood and at
times playing guitar, banjo, fid
dle, and his mouth, entertain BY
HIMSELF?

The answer is yes and no.

Yes... for about 15 minutes.
No...not for 47 minutes.

Hartford’s show at the boat house was a series of paradoxes.
On the one hand, his good musi
cianship and mildly amusing
stage antics combined with the
sensitivity of such songs as “Gen
tle On My Mind” may lead the
observer to believe that he is see
ing an artist of some stature.
On the other hand, his lack of
any quantity of genuinely good
material and his inability to feel
what material he did have, left
me wondering why this man is
paid so much for what he does.

While it is true that tap dancing
(forgive me, Fred Astaire) and
playing an instrument at the
same time is not easy, it should
not, by itself, be the basis of any
serious musical presentation.

It’s not that Hartford himself is
bad, it’s that Hartford by himself
is boring. To be a solo musical en-

Photo by Laird

John Hartford stars at bluegrass festival in boathouse
tertainer, one must be either an
extraordinary musician, singer,
or songwriter. Hartford, unfortu
nately, is none of these.
Frankly, I was more enter
tained by Dr. Heaton’s imperson
ation of Romper Room’s Miss
Penny (“and I see Ken Fish and
Dr. Minahan and they’ve been

X-mas dance
at Zachary’s
The University of North Flor
ida is having a Christmas dance
at Zachary’s, 749 Cesery Blvd.,
Dec. 3.
Co-sponsoring the event is the
Student Government Association
and the UNF Alumni Association.

Photo by Laird

Ah, to be a child again and live in an innocent
state; fearing none, and fearful to none.

Encore Salome presented at UNF
An encore performance of
Professor of Literature Richard
Bizot’s “An Evening with Salo
me”
will
be
presented
Thanksgiving weekend, Friday,
Nov. 24, in the Building Nine audi
torium at 8 p.m..
The- multi-media, multi-art
form presentation, which first
played to a full house last June,
concerns the literary and Biblical
characters Salome and John the
Baptist and traces their evolution
through literature, art, music and

film.

Exclusively for the UNF com
munity, Zachary’s will be closed
to the public and UNF will have
all access to their personnel.
There will be an open bar, a disc
jockey, and hot and cold hors
d’oeuvres prepared by David
Payne.

Students are invited free of
charge. There will be a $5 charge
for faculty, staff and alumni. Stu
dents wishing to bring dates that
are not UNF students will be
charged $5 per person. The mon
ey collected goes to Zacharys.

Also part of the program,
which is produced by Jack Funk
houser of Instructional Communi
cations, will be slides, posters, a
film, recorded music and the aria
“I1 est doux, il est bon” from
Massenet’s opera “Herodiade,”
which will be performed by Cyn
thia Valentine.

Denise DeLisle, chairman of
activities and organization com
mittee, said the Christmas dance
is our biggest event this year and
encourages everyone to come.

The event is free and. spon
sored by the Council of the Arts
and the Student Government As
sociation.

Anyone having decorating
ideas or interested in helping, call
Denise at 646-2525.

The dance starts at 7 p.m.
Dress is semi-formal.

good doobies...”) than I was by
Hartford.
* '

I question the choice of John
Hartford as the featured enter
tainer in such a production. I also
wonder why he only played for 47
minutes when his contract called
for 75. Either way he was too ex
pensive.

ANNIE TIQUES
Purchase lunch or dinner for 2 and receive
a complimentary

1/2 carafe of wine
Offer good for UNF students on presentation of UNF Library Card

183 Regency Square

La Colina

Jacksonville, Florida

Apartments

"The Quiet Place To Live”
15 Minutes to UNF
Sound Proofed Ceilings and Floors
Swimming Pool
Separate Adult and Children Sections
Fully Equipped Kitchens with
Self-cleaning Ovens
0 Laundry Facilities on Property

0
°
°
0
°

2 Bedroom/2 Bath----- $200.00
2650 Dean Road — 724-6550
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Monday, Nov. 20
Writing Workshop
10:30 a.m.
Library Skills Workshop
1:30 p.m. (Bldg. 1)
Tuesday, Nov. 21
FJC - Symphonic Band
8:15 p.m., Civic Auditorium
Thursday, Nov. 23
Thanksgiving Holiday
Friday, Nov. 24
Dr. Richard Bizot presents:

“An Evening with Salome”

(Encore performance)
8:00 p.m., Auditorium (Bldg. 9)
FJC - Artist Series, California
Suite

8:15 p.m., Civic Auditorium
Exhibit

-

Liberal

Studies

Project
Library Commons
Saturday, Nov. 25
Rugby Football

Brevard County
UNF field
Sunday, Nov. 26
Soccer - FSU vs UNF

2:00 p.m., soccer stadium
Monday, Nov. 27
Entry deadline, Intramural Cross
County Run

UNF Art Guild Show

Tuesday, Nov. 28
Starting date for Cross Country
Run
FJC Special event - “The
Vienaldi’s Gloria”

8:15 p.m. Civic Auditorium
JU Orchestra Concert

8:00 p.m.. Swisher Auditorium
Wednesday, Nov. 29
JU - “Two-Man Show:
S. Barre Barrett and William
Persick

Brest Gallery

Saturday, Dec. 2
Keel-haul party
523 Myra Street

(further information, call Stu
dent Activities)
Soccer Clinic sponsored by the
Police Athletic League
10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Boathouse

Cafeteria
Bookstore

Library

UNF soccer stadium
FJC - Talent Variety Show

Julie Budd

SGA Office
Skills Center

8:15 Civic Auditorium

Last day to pay veteran’s reg
istration
Thursday, Nov. 30
FJC Locomotive Circus

Juggling and Acrobatics

Soccer Game

FSU vs UNF

Child Care Center

2:00 p.m.

Registrar

UNF soccer stadium

South Campus, 1:30 p.m.

JU Opening Reception for Art
Exhibit
6:30 - 8:30 p.m., Brest Gallery
Happy Hour at Boathouse

7:00 p.m., Zachary’s

(closed to public)

Florida vs UNF

Friday, Dec. 1

Beethoven Concert - Universi
ty Singers

8:30 p.m., Riverside Presbyte
rian Church

Library Commons

Financial Aid

11:30-8:30
11:30-4:00
7:40-6:30
7:40-2:30
8:30-8:00
8:30-5:30
8:30-12:30
8:00-10:30
8:00-6:00
11:00-4:00
1:00-10:00
8:00-3:00
8:30-8:00
8:30-5:00
8:00-8:00
8:00-5:00
9:00-5:00
6:00-10:30
8:00-8:15
8:00-5:00
8:30-5:00

Sunday, Dec. 3
Christmas Dance

Soccer Game

5:00 p.m.

Student Activities

Campus Services
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Mon.-Tues.
Wed.-Thurs.
Friday
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thurs.
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Mon.-Fri.

BUS RIDER S SURVEY

1.I (do) (do not) ride the UNF charter bus now.
2.I (will) (won’t) ride the bus this winter.
3.I (do) (do not) like the proposed schedule.
4. Comments:

2:30 p.m., UNF soccer field

Rugby Game
JU vs UNF

2:00 p.m., UNF field
(Please return completed form in to SGA)

UNF adds a counselor Black Student Union comes back to life
A counselor for minorities
was hired by University of North
Florida and she began her duties
during the fall term.

“Dr. Lavon W. Bracy is a psyI chologist who specializes in mi
nority counseling and is a wel
comed addition to our counseling
staff,” said Dr. Travis Carter,
assistant dean at student affairs
department.

In answer to possible questions
as to why minorities need special
| counseling, Carter said they have
special needs because the major| ity of UNF black students are
I “first generation.”

“Because the average black
; student at UNF has had no for
mer experience with university| level educational processes, they
need extra help in understanding
and coping with procedures and
pressures of the system,” Carter
added.

“The term ‘first generation’
simply means a whole new ball
game,” Bracy continued. “For
example, when someone does
something for the first time in
the family’s history, pressures,
aprehension and anxiety almost
engulfs the mind, and it is diffi
cult to study and comprehend.”

Bracy added that black stu
dents in general are afraid of
counselors. “It goes back to be
fore schools were integrated.
Counselors were not helping and
guiding pupils as they were sup
posed to do in those days. They
were doing administrative work,
and whenever a child was called
into the counselor’s office, it
meant punishment. So there is a
stigma attached to counseling in
the black student’s mind.
“We are hoping that black stu
dents will overcome their fears
because I am black and they can
identify with me,” she said. She
went on to say that the drop-out
rate for minority students at
UNF is very high. “Hiring a mi
norities counselor could help alle
viate this problem and also im
prove the image of the universi
ty,” she said.

The Black Student Union at the
University of North Florida is
now reuniting after a long sum
mer break.
BSU is an organization de
signed to “deal with problems
confronting minority students
and bringing students together in
a whole-hearted way,” said Sam
Byrts, club adviser.

The club was inactive over the
summer because of the “lack of
students on campus,” said Byrts.
BSU had its first meeting Nov. 2
and is now in the process of
electing officers.

still in its members a sense of
black awareness and awareness
of other cultures.”
BSU will be sponsoring cultural
activities aimed at the promotion
for black heritage. It will also be
involved in community projects,
Byrts said.

Anyone can join the club, and
Byrts said that “all students are
welcome.” Meetings are held ev
ery two weeks.

Further information can be ob
tained in Cooperative Education
and Placement, Building One.

Put down this paper

The objectives of BSU are “to
wards working for a more en
lightened student body,” said
Byrts. He added: “We want to in-

OLD HICKORY Patio
Apartments
1 Mile from UNF

Single Story----- Large Patio
Immediate Occupancy

1 and 2 Bedroom
Bracy said she could not prove
that all UNF black students were
“first generation.” “ However, if
the majority came to UNF from
community colleges, then they
are ‘“first generation,’” she said.

Prior to coming to UNF, Bracy,
worked as a counselor at the Uni
versity of Miami, the University
of Florida and Florida Junior Col
lege.
— Trudy Clark

$180 to $210

Call Pat 641-1575

All natural, creamy full of fruit
BREYERS.Real yogurt at its best.
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The sporting scene ’------------ - --------------UNF soccer team defeats JU team
Tim McDonald
By TIM MCDONALD
The University of North
Florida soccer team defeated
Jacksonville University, the Sun
Belt Conference champions,
three to two on Nov. 12.

JU, who was recently passed
up for an NCAA tournament bid
and who placed three players on
the all-conference team, was
beleagured the entire game by
the aggressive UNF squad.

The Dolphins jumped out in

front when Tony Costanza scored
about midway through the first
half on a kick from the side.
UNF tied the game when Steve
Bowles, the team’s leading scor
er, hit from close range. The half
ended with the score knotted at
one to one.

JU drew first blood in the sec
ond half as Danny Butler scored
an unassisted goal barely past a
diving Scott Adams, the UNF
goalie.
Ronny Rountree entered the

game for UNF and tied the score.
Steve Bowles’ boot off of a goal
kick ricocheted off the goal post
and Roundtree punched it in to
even the score at two to two.

UNF continued to swarm the
ball on defense and displayed a
consistent passing game. Roun
tree again scored when he found
himself open on a pass from a
teammate and rammed it home
past an outstretched JU goalie.
The score gave UNF a one goal
lead that they did not relinquish
despite a late furious effort by
JU.
Goalie Adams had five saves

and the UNF squad had 10 shots
at goal compared to 7 for JU.

UNF coach Matthew Jacobs
said after the game, “We had a
good passing game and we
stayed with our game plan. We
knew they would pass a lot and
try to make us run. We went to
the ball very well.”

The win upped UNF’s record to
3-4-1 and broke a tour game los
ing streak. With seven games re
maining and a tournament ir
Gainesville to play, Jacobs said
“This win gives us momentum.

we naveni piayea up io our po
tential yet, but when we do we
will be a very tough team. These
guys could do it”

Coulthart said he did not be
lieve his team’s play was affected
by a recent snub by NCAA tour
nament officials. “It’s a matter of
finding out who wants to play on
this team and whd doesn’t.”

JU coach Bill Coulthart said,
“We came here for a laugh and
we got one (referring to his
team’s defeat).”

Staff beats Independents
By TIM MCDONALD
In a game marred by
roughness, Staff edged the In
dependents 20-19 in intramural
6-man flag football action.

Photo by Laird

Eric Reinhardt

Reinhardt: marathon man
Commemorating the legend
ary run of Pheidippides from
Marathon to Athens, Greece in
490 B.C., marathon races are ap
proximately the distance he ran
— 26 miles.

No one knows how long it took
Pheidippides to make the run.
But it takes Eric W. Reinhardt
only two hours and 50 minutes.
And he won’t be satisfied until
he/nits the time to 2:40.

Reinhardt, one of University of
North Florida’s marathon run
ners, first entered races in 1972,
1973 and 1974 — the Gainesville
Florida Relays Marathon. “I fin
ished one, dropped out of two,”
he said. “I wasn’t prepared for
them, but they were good exper
ience and preparation for the
next four. It was just a matter of
doing more training.”
In April of this year, Reinhardt
ran in the Boston Marathon and
placed 1550 out of 4200 finishers.
To prepare for the New York
City Marathon in October, he in
creased his usual distance of 70
miles to 90 miles or more a week
in August and September. “Some
times I ran over 100,” he said. He
was joined in the New York City

Marathon by two other UNF stu
dents, Mark Howard and Pam
Peterson.
“There were 11,000 in the race
but there are no results yet on
how many finished or how I
placed,” he said.
Reinhardt is a member of the
Jacksonville Track Club, a group
of people who are interested in
long-distance running. “When I
joined, there were less than 200
people; now there’s around
1,000,” Reinhardt said.
Finding a place to run is no
problem for Reinhardt. “I run
anywhere. Sometimes I run on
the trails at UNF.,” he said. He
usually runs 15 miles a day during
the week, which takes two hours,
and joins a group from the track
club on weekends for 20-mile
runs.
Because he works an eight
hour shift as a Systems Analyst
at UNF’s Computer Center, find
ing the time to run becomes a
problem. “I try to run in the
morning before work During the
week, I sometimes run twice a
day, at noon and in the evening.”
How did it all begin? “I started
running to lose weight and just
for the enjoyment of it,” said 5foot-7 Reinhardt, who has shed 40
pounds and now weighs 155.

Three players were ejected
and there were several injuries,
including a possible broken nose
sustained by one player.
The actual outcome of the
game became secondary as sev
eral scuffles erupted during the
game. The grudge match resem
bled tackle footban at times and
the contest was in danger of get
ting completely out of hand.

Ronnie Aden, Director of In
tramurals, and one of the offi
cials, said, “I wasn’t pleased at
ah with the players. Their atti
tude showed lack of respect for

each other. It’s not going to be
like that next time.”

Allen said he would meet with
team captains before the next
Staff-Intramurals game and
make it clear that such amateur
ish conduct would not be tolerat
ed.

In actual game action, the In
dependents struck quickly in the
second half after being down
14-12. Jim “Jet” Hardinger took
the second half kickoff and
streaked 52 yards to the Staff 20
yard line. He then hit Mike Car
ney over the middle who danced
in for the score. The Extra point
was good and the Independents
went on top 19-14.

Staff came right back with
“Chuckin” Charlie Collins lead
ing the way. He threw to Kenny
Fleming on a 40 yard pass play

down the sidelines which put the
ball at the 10 yard line. With third
and goal at the 1, Collins found
Lance Taylor coming across the
middle for the score, making it
20-19, Staff.

On the ensuing kickoff, a penal
ty brought the ball out to the 40
yard line where the Independents
took over. Two illegal roughness
penalties against the Staff put the
ball on the 12. With time running
short, Hardinger threw for a
touchdown but it was nullified be
cause of an illegal receiver down
field. A fourth down pass fell in
complete and Staff took over.

From there it was only a mat
ter of the Staff squad running out
the clock to preserve the victory.
In other intramural football ac
tion, the Physical Education
team blitzed ROTC 26-6.

UNF schedules soccer clinic in December
A soccer clinic will be held
at UNF featuring Farrukh
Quraishi of the Tampa Bay Row
dies.

UNF soccer team, said he and
Quaraishi will conduct the clinic
which will be held Dec 2 from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the UNF soccer
field.

Matthew Jacobs, coach of the

The clinic is being sponsored
by the Police Athletic League. Ja
cobs said the clinic is open to
coaches, officials, players, and
soccer enthusiasts; coffee and
doughnuts will be served.

Intramural tournament winners decided
Barry Brantley defeated Ed
die Bateh in three straight games
to capture the UNF intramural
pingpong championship.

In other intramural action...

Jan Scroggins defeated Marie
Zeller to win the UNF intramural

Women’s Racquetball champion
ship.
Dan Schafer beat John Nelson
to win the men’s racquetball title.
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Child Care Center eyes expansion
The University of North Flor
idas Child Care Center has had a
waiting list for one and a half
years, and a proposal for expan
sion which is being considered by
the Student Government Associ
ation would double its present ca
pacity.

Everett Malcom, director of
the center, said parents have told
him that they could not attend
UNF unless the Child Care Cen
ter could accomodate their chil
dren. He said two summers ago
he turned away so many children
that he could have opened an
other center with full enrollment.
The estimated cost of expan
sion is $40,000 and Malcom said
there are three ways to obtain
the funds: the money could be
generated through public dona
tions, it could be allocated within
UNF’s Activities and Service Fee

budget, or it could be raised
through the profit of the Child
Care Center itself. Currently, the
SGA allocates $40,000 a year for
operation of the center. Malcom
said if the center is expanded, it
could be self-supporting within
one year. The $40,000 budgeted
could be channeled elsewhere in
the university’s system, he said.

Expansion would allow UNF to
offer child care services to Flor
ida Junior College, he said, add
ing that this would establish a
link between the two schools and
possibly increase the number of
FJC students who transfer to
UNF.
Malcom said, however, his
main concern is the availability
of services to the children of
UNF students. If the expansion
goes through, he said he hopes to
accomodate 100 percent of the

students’ children and fill the re
maining capacity with a percent
age of staff and facultys’ chil
dren.
If UNF can offer facilities to
other campuses, Malcom said he
hopes to lower UNF student rates
to 50 cents an hour. He said the
current cost of 75 cents may not
seem expensive, but a family
with two children pays $180 a
month. Malcom said he thinks
UNF students should have lower
rates than faculty and people
from other campuses.

Morning hours at the Child
Care Center are the busiest since
the majority of students with
children have classes at this
time. If services are opened to
more faculty and staff, he said,
the center’s capacity would be
full throughout the day.

Department of Education
lab gets new look
Posted on the wall of the
University of North Florida’s
Learning Laboratory in foot-high
letters is its purpose: “The cre
ation of an environment which
will result in maximum levels of
learning.”
Some students, however, are
not getting the word.

Dr. Royal VanHorn, who calls
himself the “unofficial director”
of the two-year-old lab, says that
it has not gotten the publicity it
deserves. “It’s here,” he said.
“We want people to know about
it.”
Located in Building Nine,
rooms 1419 and 1427, the lab of-

fers students a place for group
study, completion of posters or
charts, and a cup of coffee or a
quiet conversation with teachers
and fellow students.
VanHorn says that some of the
pamphlets concerning the lab,
which had been given to teachers
to read in their classrooms, were
never read.

A new look for the facility is
planned this week with new room
arrangements. The grand open
ing of the lab will probably not be
held until January, however, to
allow time for the new furniture,
which will include trapazoidal ta
bles, to arrive.

classified
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Bundy piccolo, ex
cellent condition. Crocheted
shawls, $10, scarves, $5. Make
great Christmas gifts. Call Mrs.
Blakely, 388-7233 (home) or
633-4657 (office).
FOR SALE: AKC registered Old
English Sheepdog puppies. Males
and females. Call 733-4509.
FOR SALE: Clothes dryer. Good
condition. $50 or best offer. Call
Bob at 797-4267.

FOR SALE: Kenmore washing
machine. Needs repairs. Cheap.
Call 241-3058.
FOR SALE: P-1800S Volvo. A/C,
4-speed overdrive. AM/FM radio.
Call 246-8154.

FOR SALE: Regulation-size pool
table. Perfect condition. $200. Call
743-4678.

FOR SALE: 23” console RCA
color TV. Excellent condition.
$190. Call 246-1226.

FOR SALE: 1974 Fiat TC-124 Se
dan. Rebuilt engine, new radial
tires, AM-FM 8-track stereo. Inte
rior like new. $1650.00. Call
743-6598 or 791-7561 and ask for
Joyce.
FOR SALE: ‘77 Honda 550K; 4300
miles, sissy bar, luggage carrier,
rear trunk, cruise control, hel
met. $1500 firm. Excellent condi
tion. Call 778-1520.
FOR SALE: 8 track tape deck.
New; 23-channel CB. Call John at
268-1527.

FOR SALE: Boat. 1977 16 1/2’
custom-made dory. 1977 15 h.p.
Chrysler long shaft motor. Boat,
motor only used 10 hours. Galva
nized trailer. AU accessories.
$1700 negotiable. Call Bob at
824-5707.
FOR SALE: 1974 750 Kawasaki.
Good condition. Low mileage.
$900. Call Jeff at 725-6567.

FOR SALE: 1967 Plymouth Val
iant. $125 firm. Sharon or James
at 388-7108.
FOR SALE: House — 4 bedroom,
2 bath, brick ranch. Panelled
family room, deck, garage, CH&A
— Close to schools. Excellent lo
cation, many extras. Shown by
appointment, call 743-2476.

FOR SALE: 9 x 12 brown shag
carpet. $20. Call John at 268-1527.

Classified Ads are free to UNF/FJC students, faculty and
staff. Rates for others; 6 cents a word. Buy, sell, or
trade, solicit rides; sorry, no personals. TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF YOUR NEWSPAPER!!

FOR SALE: Quicksilver — 21
inch pitch, stainless steel prop —
fits aU six-in-line mercury. Ask
for prop at Spinnaker office
(Bldg 003, Room 2401).
FOR SALE: Firewood. Oak and
Pine (split). $40 per half cord, 4’ x
8’. $70 per cord, 4’ x 16’. Delivered.
Call 398-9825.

FOR SALE: Black naugahyde
sofa, chair, ottoman. $85/3 pieces.
Call 743-2476.

FOR SALE: 1971 Olds Cutlass
Station Wagon for sale. Call Dr.
Tabor at 646-2840.

FOR SALE: ‘69 V.W. Bug, very
dependable, 2 1/2 yr. old engine, 7
month old brake job. $750. Call
Charles at 733-0205 or 646-2840.
FOR SALE: Freezer: upright
Signature. $100. Call 743-2476.

CLASSIFIED AD FORM

FOR SALE:
000-0000.

NAME
PHONE
CIRCLE ONE:

FOR SALE: Books. Davidson,
“Gods and Myths of Northern
Europe”; Snorri, “The Prose Ed
da”; “Hindu Scriptures”; Zim
mer, “Myths and Symbols in Indi
an Art and Civilization”; “The
Epic of Gilgamesh”; and others.
Call 246-1226.

Nothing.

Call

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

AD

WANTED

CORE BAND FORMED: Need
lead guitarist and keyboards to
complete. Experienced only. Call
778-1646, ask for Jeff.

ADDRESSERS WANTED IM
MEDIATELY! Work at home
---- no experience necessary
---excellent pay.
Write
American Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas TX 75231.

RETURN TO BLDG 003, ROOM 2401

JUNIORS AND SENIORS: Look
ing for a part-time job with good
income, flexible hours and real
experience in the business world?
The Tyler Potterfield Agency,
call Betty Saunders 396-4821.

WANTED
WANTED: In dash 8 track player
with AM/FM radio for 1976 Riv
iera. Call Otis Robinson. 353-6260
WANTED: Queen-sized water
bed. Call Bob at 797-4267.

WANTED: Home for AKC Dalmation, male, needs home with
out children, under fence. Call
268-5138.

WANTED: Travel Trader. Late
model 22-30 ft. Must be self
contained and ready to roll. Call
264-4225.

WANTED: Electric typewriter.
Call Rod at 771-0628 or 744-0455.
WANTED: Ride to and from
Neptune Beach daily. See Naomi
at Bookstore or call evenings,
249-3502.
WANTED: Camera lenses —
wide-angle and telephoto for
35mm SLR. Call 268-5138.

WANTED: Canoe, ABS plastic or
fiberglass. Call 268-5138.
WANTED: Hummel figurines.
Call 743-3250.

WANTED: Ride for blind student
to 4:30 classes on Tuesdays. She
lives in Riverside on King Street.
If you can help, call 387-4929
(home) or 355-1436 (husband’s
work phone).
WANTED: Barbell weights. Call
246-1119.
WANTED: Ride. MWF for 9:00
classes. Call Trudy Clark at
778-2679.
FREE: Puppies to good homes.
Mother is Pekinese and Pomer
anian. Call 641-9907 afternoons or
evenings.
FREE: Kittens to good home; 1
gray, 1 gold, 1 tabby. Must actual
ly want one. Call 388-6798 after 6
p.m.

FOR RENT: 3487 Windy Hill 3br. $260 ; 4158 Dairy - 3br. $230;
both redecorated, call: 396-0242

